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Your European 
Lead Logistics Provider



Alain Jestin, CEO, Efret

Who We Are
Efret was born out of a Global and European vision believing in a pioneering 
business model placing process, technology and automation at the heart 
of our business enabling us to create innovative transportation solutions 
at competitive costs and meet the growing and fast evolving challenges 
of Industry.

Thanks to a high degree of specialisation, we’re able to meet the demanding 
needs of the industries we serve. Investment in relevant human resource 
ensures that operational control remains firmly in committed hands and 
that customer communication is precise and information transparent.

Our European identity and the common values shared with our employees 
are an integral part of Efret’s DNA. Today we operate in 21 European 
countries and North Africa.
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…WITH MODERN TECH 
CAPABILITIES, A LOYAL 
CUSTOMER CENTRED 
ORGANISATION AND THE 
STRATEGIC EFRET ALLIANCE…

By investing in its proprietary technology and the automation of its 
activity, Efret is focusing its resources on high value added activities 
such as resolution of operational challenges while maintaining a  
human interface.

Efret-ers stand out through their customer proximity, their rich 
knowledge of the transport industry and strong expertise in  
supply-side management.

Standing at the head of the Efret Alliance of transportation and 
logistics providers Efret is best placed to scale its business activities 
whilst still maintaining an asset-light structure. Additionally, Efret’s 

strong financial position enables us to 
overcome peak seasonality and volume 
fluctuation, as evidenced by our robust 
performance in 2020.



Simplifying and streamlining supply chain  
functions throughout Europe.
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Our Transportation Solutions
We solve express, dedicated and time critical transport challenges 
anywhere between all 28 EU Member States and beyond by 
sourcing the right vehicle at the right time and at the right cost. 

In keeping with Efret philosophy to only purchase from best-in-
class equipment and services, we selected Krone and Berger 
Ecotrail for our fleet of mega curtainsiders and mega box trailers.

 
Whether you are from the automotive, FMCG, e-retail, Food and 
Beverage sectors, our fleet is designed and equipped with high 
spec features to ensure the safety and integrity of your goods 
during transit.

Our mega fleet is designed to be legal everywhere in the EU and 
Morocco, including where height limitations are vigorously enforced.
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Operating Areas
Originating Locations:    
  + 100 departures per week 
  up to 100 departures per week
  up to 50 departures per week 

 
 
 
Delivery Point Locations:
  + 100 arrivals per week 
  up to 100 arrivals per week
  up to 50 arrivals per week 
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A strategic European footprint
Whether you need a tailored solution from your factory gate or a 
container port in Europe, we can provide trunking, warehousing and 
distribution of your products across Europe. Our warehouses are 
located next to major transportation hubs and capitals for a short lead 
time distribution and fast access.

Our services include:

  Online warehouse management system to access stock visibility

 Barcoding and scanning of goods in and out

 Cross dock operation

 Container offloading and palletisation

 Dedicated account management

 24/7/365 Support 

 Secure facility with CCTV and 24/7 monitoring

In addition, we take care of the full distribution of your goods from our 
warehouses to your final delivery point.  

Our guarantee:

 National and international distribution from our warehouses

 FTL distribution to Europe

 LTL distribution for regional delivery

 Suitable equipment for your specific requirements
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Eflow
Following Efret continuous investment into our advanced TMS 
with full EDI connectivity, we have partnered with Project 44 and 
have completed the design of Eflow. 

Its purpose is to enhance our customer experience and operations 
with high fidelity data and predictive insights across every step of 
the global supply chain. 

 
Eflow connects, automates and provides visibility into key 
transportation processes to provide the experience your customers 
expect with real-time tracking, accurate ETAs, and improved on  
time performance. 

Through Eflow we can:

Eliminate Manual Tracking and Time consuming updates

Reduce the amount of phone calls and emails from customers 
that want to know where their freight is located. Gain the ability 
to share real-time information and predictive ETAs.

Streamline Operations

Improve supply chain efficiency with high-quality data and 
predictive business intelligence and actionable insights into 
transportation processes.

Reduce Shipping costs

Eliminate costly manual processes and avoid late fees by 
configuring alerts with time-based geofences and handling 
issues before they occur.

Secure Data Flow and Privacy

Manage complex data sharing relationships with thousands of 
carriers across the globe. Promote and maintain trust between 
us and our carriers using the only GDPR compliant platform.



We have developed a unique pan-European Alliance with EU 
carriers built on trust and flexibility reinforced by ecommerce 
dexterity, financial strength and investment in latest technology and 
equipment. The Efret Alliance between us and other like-minded 
stakeholders is - the vital link - dedicated to excellence.

Efret Alliance members’ reciprocal commitments:

  Strong finances underwriting flexibility over long term aims.

  Can-do first/argue later approach focused on customer needs.

  Clear, concise, courteous and accurate communication.

  Modern fleet with GPS tracking and POD scanner available 24/7.

  Operational contacts truly available 24/7 and over festivities.

  Non-disclosure non-circumventing terms respecting each other.

  Discipline in applying an agreed Standard Operating Procedure.

  Favourable payment terms and simplified admin via self-billing.
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Thanks for your exceptional work 
for that airfreight job from the  
US to Seville!

Bridgestone overall 2020 
KPI for OTD / OTC / Coms 
/ Equipment: 96.04%

Supplying the largest e-Retailers  
with packaging that will survive  
the vagaries of fast pan  
European distribution.

Thank you very much for these 
special weekend deliveries and the 
precise information provided!

We appreciate the quality 
of your service over such 
difficult times…

Your most encouraging 
trait is reaction to 
difficult situations.

Impeccable trucks, high service 
level with reliable customer 
delivery updates.

Thank you for your assistance for 
the first 30 loads of our ‘French 
Direct Deliveries’ project. Your 
on time delivery performance 
was 100%. Really perfect job. 
Thank you!

Overall Performance
AVERAGE TRAILING 6 WEEKS EFRW @ 8th Feb 2021 

Overall Score   
99.05%

On Time 98.8%

Tech Usage 99.3%
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Corporate Management

Jeff Duval 
Executive Chairman

  +44 (0) 1202 132 770

  +44 (0) 7855 430 849

  jeff.duval@efret.net

Alain Jestin
Chief Executive Officer

  +44 (0) 1202 132 761

  +44 (0) 7917 206 834

  alain.jestin@efret.net

Commercial Department

Lea Plouin
Commercial Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 769

  +44 (0) 7557 978 470

  lea.plouin@efret.net

Alex  Paterson 
Business Development Associate

  +44 (0) 1202 132 752

  +44 (0) 7825 913 938

  alex.paterson@efret.net

Customs Department

Melissa Sayers
Customs Supervisor

  +44 (0) 1202 132 779

  +44 (0) 7944 875 040

  melissa.sayers@efret.net

Christina Brandt
Customs Supervisor

  +44 (0) 1202 132 796

  +44 (0) 7881 109 410

  christina.brandt@efret.net

Neil Gregory
Customs Supervisor

  +44 (0) 1202 132 791

  +44 (0) 7494 798 360

  neil .gregory@efret.net

KAM and Operations  

Bart Pikula
Operations Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 782

  +44 (0) 7889 361 464

  bart.pikula@efret.net

Zita Winter
Office Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 784

  +44 (0) 7799 695 374

  z ita.winter@efret.net

Karol Zubrowski 
Key Account Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 786

  +44 (0) 7867 315 918

  karol.zubrowski@efret.nett

Arturs Petrovs 
Key Account Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 723

  +44 (0) 7741 639 879

  arturs.petrovs@efret.net
 

Gergo Zagony 
Key Account Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 756

  +44 (0) 7825 913 930

  gergo.zagony@efret.net

Adina Gramon 
Key Account Manager

  +44 (0) 1202 132 795

  +44 (0) 7818 543 176 

  adina.gramon@efret.net
  

Joanna  Ditrych 
Fleet Controller

  +44 (0) 1202 132 774

  +44 (0) 7741 639 859

  joanna.ditrych@efret.net

Aleksander  Ditrych 
Freight Organiser

  +44 (0) 1202 132 735

  +44 (0) 7903 258 856 

  aleksander.ditrych@efret.net
  

Razvan Pascu 
Freight Organiser

  +44 (0) 1202 132 759

  +44 (0) 7535 965 084

  razvan.pascu@efret.net

Craig Horobin 
Freight Organiser

  +44 (0) 1202 132 759

  +44 (0) 7827 810 693

  craig.horobin@efret.net

Night Shift 

Rali Cullen
Night Shift Organiser

  +44 (0) 1202 132 797

  +44 (0) 7827 444 370

  ral i .cullen@efret.net
 

Zivile Simkeviciute
Night Shift Organiser

  +44 (0) 1202 132 788

  +44 (0) 7900 580 337

  z ivi le.simkeviciute@efret.net
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Company Details

  +44 (0) 1202 132 769

  operations@efret.net

Efret Limited 
Basepoint 19 20 Enterprise Way, Christchurch, BH23 6NX England

Company Registration  GB 5348126  
VAT Number   GB 861468210

Registered Office 
Westlake Clark 118 Old Milton Road, New Milton BH25 6EB England

Use operations@efret.net  

Opening Hours 24/7  

Mobile Contacts 24/7

Administration

Charles Duval 
Chief Administrative Officer

  +44 (0) 1202 132 771

  +44 (0) 7802 505 422

  charles.duval@efret.net

Kim Johnson
Administration Clerk

  +44 (0) 1202 612 819

  +44 (0) 7826 346 333

  kim.johnson@efret.net

Information Systems

Jean-Louis Duval
Chief Information Officer

  +44 (0) 1202 132 777

  +33 (0) 673 877 157

  j l .duval@efret.net

Dan Khosa
Systems Engineer

  +44 (0) 1202 132 760

  +44 (0) 7826 346 333

  martyn.smith@efret.net

Accounts

Katherine Roberts
Financial Controller

  +44 (0) 1202 132 789

  katherine.roberts@efret.net

Yvette Pidgley 
Account Assistant

  +44 (0) 1202 132 794

  yvette.pidgley@efret.net

Cynthia Duval 
Account Assistant

  +44 (0) 1202 132 757

  cynthia.duval@efret.net




